Fully automated postprocessing carries a risk of substantial overestimation of perfusion deficits in acute stroke magnetic resonance imaging.
Due to the risk of rater bias and time restrictions in clinical practice, an automated approach to delineation of hypoperfused tissue in patients with acute ischemic stroke would be preferred to a manual one. We tested the hypothesis that existing software solutions, on account of numerous artifacts, produce hypoperfused tissue even in a cohort of patients with no ischemia. Thirty-nine patients, all admitted for exclusion of cerebral ischemia or hemorrhage and without a final diagnosis of stroke imaged between September 2008 and May 2009 were included in the study. Using 3 different software packages (PerfScape/NeuroScape, PMA and Stroketool), perfusion maps of mean transit time, cerebral blood flow and T(max) were created for each patient. Three different thresholds were applied to each parameter map, and subsequent volumes of hypoperfused tissue were calculated. The median volume of hypoperfused tissue for all the subjects was 92.9 ml (interquartile range, IQR: 13.3-323.4 ml) when calculated by PerfScape/NeuroScape, 30.42 ml (IQR: 13.9-71.4 ml) when calculated by PMA and 78.71 ml (IQR: 40.3-140.8 ml) when calculated by Stroketool. The volumes derived via the different software applications mostly showed only a weak-to-moderate association with each other (Spearman's correlation coefficient between 0.02 and 0.76). Although automated protocols show promise, the programs Stroketool, PerfScape and PMA require substantial improvement in order to be able to automatically and reliably differentiate between patients with a credible region of ischemia-related hypoperfusion and those without.